Roof.Net Gets High Praise On Recent Review
December 03, 2019
Ken Briesemeister, owner of Roof.Net, is pleased to announce that the company has received yet
another very favorable review on their services. He acknowledges this is a great source of pride for
the company because they work hard to satisfy every single customer they contract with. They are a
company that also likes to share these reviews and the latest positive review can be seen here at
https://www.yelp.com/biz/roof-net-fairfax-4?hrid=TxxPlrYxkLthCqbGgwSRjg
In that 5-star review, Maximus Q. of Leesburg writes, “Ken is very professional, honest, and
trustworthy. His work speaks volumes and is of high quality. I had my roof changed, on both the main
house and the detached garage. Outstanding work! You can clearly see the craftsmanship, and detail
compared to other roofs in the neighborhood that were changed due to recent wind, and hail damage.
This damage affected the entire community here in Brambleton. I would recommend Ken to all my
coworkers, and anyone looking for the very best in roofing services. Thank you very much Ken!”

Briesemeister stated that his company knows that the high scores they get on reviews like this one
are important to future business. He elaborated by saying, “We have worked hard to make this
company into what it is today - one of the most outstanding roofing outfits in the entire state of Virginia
and beyond. One thing we don’t take lightly is the reviews that people write about our work. We know
favorable reviews help grow this business faster than any amount of money we spend on advertising.
That’s why we work so hard to satisfy every single person in Northern Virginia that asks us for roofing

help. Positive reviews also confirm that we are running our roofing business the right way.”
Roof.net claims to be America’s best-reviewed roofing contractor. The recommendations that they
have received on their Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/roofrepairva indicate that this
claim could very well be true. Helen Albader’s Facebook recommendation is a good example of that
as she writes, “I am glad I called Roof dot net. Called for an estimate on wind roof damage which
caused a lot of disturbing metal banging, Ken was there the next day. He explained to me the extent
of the damage and the plan of action and the cost. The day after, a professional, experienced roof
crew came and completed the job and solved the problem. Ken is courteous and punctual, and he
communicates very well. He responds to all your inquiries and answers all your questions. He
believes in a job done right from the first time and values good workmanship, and superior customer
service. My experience with Ken and his crew was very positive.”
Briesemeister also mentioned that a customer can learn much about a company from reviews. The
most important of which is if a roofing contractor is competent and trustworthy. Reviews also give
potential clients some insight as to what type of customer service than can expect when dealing with
a roofing company. Hiring the right roofing contractor is an absolute must if a customer doesn’t want
to be taking on another big roofing expense in a short period of time. Briesemeister knows that the
positive reviews they receive online serve as proof to potential customers that they do top-notch
roofing work that will stand the test of time.
Roof.Net specializes in residential roof repairs, roof replacements, and roof leak repairs. They are
experts when it comes to laying down fiberglass asphalt shingles, standard three-tab shingles, and
laminate shingles. They also supply and install highly decorative architectural shingles for their
customers. Roof.Net also specializes in installing comprehensive roofing systems that include water
and ice shields, roof and deck protection, proper attic ventilation, and ridge-caps. This, combined with
their quality roofing products, helps their roof installations and repairs hold up much longer than most.
The company also has a solid reputation for the roofing work they perform on light-commercial
structures such as schools, condos, and office complexes.
Those who want to know more about the services that this progressive Northern Virginia roofer offers
can check out their main website at http://roof.net.
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